Abstract. Let Hp = Hp(D") denote the usual Hardy spaces on the polydisc D" . We prove in this paper the following theorem: Suppose f\, fa, ... , fit € H°° , \\fj\\Hoo <\,and Y.%\ \fj(z)\ > S > 0. Then for every g in HP , 1 < p < oo, there are Hp functions g, g, ... , gm such that 2~2T=\ fj(z)Sj(z) = g(z). Moreover, we have ||g/||//p < c(m, n, S , p)\\g\\np . (When p = 2, n = 1 , this theorem is known to be equivalent to Carleson's corona theorem.)
da is the Lebesgue measure on the distinguished boundary T" .) The methods used here are quite different from those in the ball case. We will make a detailed study of the Koszul complex and d -equations, as in the articles of Chang [4] and Lin [10] . As a mater of fact, the analysis here is quite similar to those papers. We will prove the theorem for the case n = 2 only. The cases n > 3 are not much more difficult, see [10] . We also remark that the proof below does not apply to the case p = 1, since the Hubert transform fails to be bounded on L1.
Proof of the theorem n = 2. We begin with the case m = 2, i.e. two generators f\ and f2, and may assume f\, f2 and g are analytic across T2 , by a normal families argument. Let 
<"> wA The advantage of dealing with two generators is that the d -system above is automatically ö-closed, i.e., dGx¡dz2 = dG2/d~z¡. To have gj e HP(D2) we need to solve (2) with ||e||¿í(r2) < C(p, S)\\g\\fíp ■ We consider the equation (2.1 ) first, and will show, by one-variable technique, that it has a solution b\ so that ||¿>i||¿p(7"2) < C||g||//p. To do this, we fix z2 in Z>2 (we think of D2 = D\ x D2), and take a C°° solution to (2,1), say, for example, b0(zl,z2) = c í f^rf{,A¿í, Then functions of the form bo + k, where k is analytic in z\, solve (2.1). We are concerned with ||eo + ^llz/(öD,) • By duality (one-variable), LP/Hp -{H^)*, Thus there is a solution b\ to (2.1) such that ||¿>i Hz^an,) < c{ô, P)\\g\\HP{Di) • Notice that the argument above is done in such a way that the constant c(ô, p) is independent of z2 in D2. Therefore, after integrating over z2 € dD2 , we obtain ||¿»i Híp(3™2) < c||¿?II///>(d2). Similarly, there is a solution b2 to (2.2) so that H^Hz^r2) 5í c(P, £)||¿?||w • However, we need a common solution to (2.1) and (2.2). To this end, we have to find h\, h2 in LP(T2) with hj analytic in z¡, so that b\ + hi = b2 + h2. Put When the number m of generators is greater than two, the algebraic trick ( 1 ) is not available, and higher-order 9-equations are needed. We refer the readers to the paper [10] for the details of the Koszul complex which reduces the corona problem to a set of d-equations. The system of 9-equations we need to solve here is \Á\2 + \fl\2 + ---+ \fm\2' Then the functions gj defined by gj = <pj -Y.kfk.bj^k will be analytic and satisfy f\g\ + f2g2 H-h fmgm -g . To have gj in Hp we will have to solve (3) and (4) so that bJik is in LP{T2).
We start with the equation (3), d2 dldz~idz~2 -<t>, and will solve it so that H^lli^r2) <c ( Thus the function b\ = b\ t i -YL\ f\ dj,k,i is a solution to (4.1) with the correct LP bound. Similarly, we have a solution b2 to (4.2) . Now the argument presented earlier gives a common solution bjk to the equation (4) with the desired LP(T2) estimate. We have completed the proof of the theorem.
